Applying 'Big Data' Privacy Concepts to Predictive Phenotyping
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Big Data approaches have been applied extensively in business, but the technology is advancing in
medical science and genetics.i Big Data concepts are already applied to clinical data and translational
research.ii These approaches can also apply to forensic use of predictive phenotyping, and this use
can also inform Big Data.
Big Data, genetic or otherwise, often lacks meaning without context and can also include extraneous
data. The potential for data to be contextualized challenges conventional approaches to deidentifying personal information.iii
Technology often drives how privacy is defined.iv Phenotyping, by its nature, seeks to add identifying
context to genetic data. Successful use of forensic phenotyping is therefore undertaking the very reidentification that is challenging to Big Data privacy more generally. Examining phenotyping through
a Big Data privacy and governance lens can provide useful insights to forensics and overarching Big
Data.
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